University e-mail becomes a requirement

BY JENNIE BROXTER

A year after residence halls were warned that e-mail is a vital part of life on the UI campus, administrators have put a policy into effect that will require students to use a university account when communicating with faculty, administration, and student services. The one-year warning was intended 18 months ago after faculty and staff reported problems with finding students through commercial sites such as Yahoo! and Hotmail.

One professor indicated that as many as 50 percent of the e-mails he sends to students do not reach their intended recipients. Students often do not receive time-sensitive announcements due to account storage limits, junk mail filters, and virus precautions. After evaluating how UI students have been using their e-mail, the task force has recommended that all students bind their e-mail accounts to the UI e-mail system.

As of July 1, the Vandal Mail account will serve as the primary e-mail address of all students if they do not bind their accounts themselves. If students choose not to bind their e-mail accounts, it will be automatically done for them.

Davenport said that, while many students will now be checking two e-mail accounts, the UI account will contain important messages from UI University Services and will be automatically monitored.

The UI University Services will be responsible for an e-mail account for students who choose to not bind their accounts. The e-mail accounts will be monitored frequently to ensure students are able to receive important information.

A university-wide statement claims students will receive critical information more quickly than with Vandal Mail accounts.

UI administrators realize they might have a hard time convincing students to change their e-mail addresses and accounts. E-mail is the most frequently used method of communication between students and UI administrators, and thousands of people have already set up personal e-mail accounts.

INS could deport al-Hussayyen

BY JENNIE BROXTER

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service officials may be deporting the UI Muslim Student Association's president as early as this week. The association's president, Omar al-Hussayyen, was caught last month on charges of immigration fraud.

"It's very unfair," al-Hussayyen said. "I have never been in trouble with the law before. I have worked hard to earn my education and I have always been a good student."

The INS said it will not comment on al-Hussayyen's case until it has made a decision.

Aurora Awards honor residence halls

BY LIZ THOMSON

The UI Residence Hall Association hosted the second annual Aurora Awards Saturday night with the fourth annual Golden Joe Awards.

It was a visually rich and entertaining spectacle, complete with a projector screen to showcase images, a host and orchestra to accompany them and a presenters who were often dressed in the most lavish suits and dresses.

One of the awards was a shiny new projector, complete with a projector screen. The projector was given by Dr. Michael Phillips, the new dean of students. "This award is to honor the students who have celebrated the campus and who have helped to make our university a better place," he said.

The Auroras were given in recognition of the best form of student entertainment. They were given to students who have worked hard to make the university a better place.

The gold Joe Awards were given for the best student activity. They were given to students who have worked hard to make the university a better place.

"Four years ago they (RIA) decided that they wanted something with a larger profile, and a little bit more fun."

DON VICKLEY

The award recipients each received a certificate and a gold Joe. They were given to the students who have worked hard to make the university a better place.

Al-Hussayyen, who is a senior in business administration, said he was surprised to hear that he was being considered for deportation. "I have always tried to do the right thing. I have never been in trouble with the law before," he said.

Al-Hussayyen said he is working with his lawyer to try to avoid deportation. "I am hoping that I can stay here and continue my education," he said.

The INS said it will not comment on al-Hussayyen's case until it has made a decision.
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Américorps presents info to today in Commons

Américorps will hold an informational presentation from 5-6 p.m. today in the Idaho Commons Great Room. It is open to anyone interested in the Americorps programs. Its history and what it accomplishes may be found at americorps.org. A member will describe their experiences and answer questions. There are full-time and part-time positions available for next year. Applications and information will be available at the presentation.

May Day will be celebrated in Front Street

Join us at the rest of the world on International Labor Day at 4 p.m. Thursday of Friendship Square. There will be a community potluck and small party along a stage. Father’s Day

.signIn.r

Local professors teach about PATRIOT Act today

A panel is about the USA PATRIOT Act will be held from 7-9 p.m. today at the UI Law School Commons in Jordan-Meek Law.

Local professors teach about PATRIOT Act today

A panel is about the USA PATRIOT Act will be held from 7-9 p.m. today at the UI Law School Commons in Jordan-Meek Law.

Solutions

| 51 | Means and Murr | 51
| 50 | Gulf Coast Outlet | 50
| 49 | 54 Measuring cups | 49
| 48 | 55 Made a mistake | 48
| 47 | 56 Be quiet | 47
| 46 | 57 | 46

The Facts Came From UI Students!

The university of Idaho student council．
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Life on Elm Street anything but a nightmare

By ARTHUR SPOFFORD

The house, two-story Cape Cod, circa 1890, stood on the southeast corner of a small street. A mantled green lawn sprawled from the sidewalk to the front steps. Bright red, yellow, purple and white flowers created a spot garden. A knitted yellow pipe vintage from a tree. A pond of Industries nested near the rear.

The house would be of homes in Any Suburb. U.S.A. But at 417 Elm Street, Moore, the residence of Fred and Lynaire Banks is in a community of narrow streets. A few minutes later, Lynaire, the voice.

We had never been worse than we would expect from this house, particularly if we ignored the fact that this was in a very small city. It was not so small that we would never see the family living next to the house we moved into, but there was about half a dozen of these kind of houses. Fred said "That's us in a lot of family that lived eight eight in common, but I think you students studied for our parents to move in.

Fred said "We had the libraries, we could go hear a friends, all we had to do was walk over to the Our.

Lynaire remembers a young man, later, leaving the house, Dorn Alamo during the summer time. They would not get all little stories out there, even when they were at the beach. If Lynaire was coming in August, it was apparent that she had been using her front room but had been using it to the door.

I think when the kids were younger, they thought it was kind of a weird place to live, but now that they are getting older, they like it.

All these children still live in the house. Dana is now a fresh-

University

Moscow jeweler wants to carry on husband’s legacy

By MIRANDA WYATT

Elton Lokteff pulled a tinsie from a box and gently presented a stone to her. "You'll have to forgive me," she says. "It's just that I loved him so much.

It was his 32nd birthday, Leonard Lokteff, passed away. A few months later, his wife, Elton, took on the role of running and managing the family business.

"Our problems run in Leonardi's family, I know he was going to die young. But not to say that there was no need for us to do that," said Lynaire.

Elton said that the jewelry store was her passion. She said that Leonard handled most of the jewelry repairs, jewel-making and other aspects of the business. But the stress and pressure began to take its toll.

"The store got too busy," said Lynaire. "I think he was trying to do too many things at once.

The sale worked at the store together from 9 until 6. "It's hard during the day, not having him around. But I keep myself busy enough not to let myself think about it. I'm keeping the store open and not saying to him, Hi honey, I'm home.

Inside her shop is a black, polished piano and bench. Leonard was a skilled pianist and he played on the piano bench and played a few Christian tunes during the week. The piano was a piece of his since grade school and he was a devoted Christian.

Despite her losses, Lynaire's business continued to grow. She said that the store was open and she had to tell her daughter that the store was closed.

"I know they're always there for me," Lynaire said. "I know they're always there for me."

Free entertainment!

Cinco de Mayo Celebration 2003

Date: Saturday, May 3

Time: 5:00pm-midnight

Place: UI SUB Ballroom

Cost: FREE!

Mr. Cinco de Mayo Contest

Miss Cinco de Mayo Pageant

Pilata breaking

Date: Saturday, May 3

Time: 5:00pm-midnight

Place: UI SUB Ballroom

Cost: FREE!

Mrs. Cinco de Mayo Pageant

Free food!

Grito, jalapeño eating, dance competition and more!

Dance from 9-midnight to the sounds of DJ Juan!

Grito

Sabor de la Raza

Grito, jalapeño eating, dance competition and more!

Dance from 9-midnight to the sounds of DJ Juan!

Sponsored by: Organizacion de Estudiantes Latino Americanos (OELA), Theta Chi Fraternity, ASUI Productions, Office of Multicultural Affairs, Office of Diversity and Inclusiveness, UI and ALI.

For more information, call (208) 887-7716.
Rape victims also get victimized in media

Steven's peevess

T he past two or three years have been quite the unusual ones for me. The media from coast to coast has focused on a sexual assault on a woman by a man across the nation and then back to the initial assault. There is no doubt that the media has done a great job and that the case has garnered tremendous attention. However, the coverage has also brought on some negative consequences for individuals involved in the case and those who are not involved.

For the past few years, media outlets have been covering the case extensively. The case has been featured on national news programs, in newspapers, and on social media. The focus on the case has been intense, and there has been a lot of discussion about the case and its implications.

However, the media coverage of the case has also had some negative consequences. For instance, the case has been used by some to create a negative image of the man involved and to exploit his situation for their own gain. Additionally, the case has been used to create a sense of fear and stagnation among the public, leading to a lack of criticism of the criminal justice system and the media.

In my opinion, it is important to be cautious when discussing and reporting on high-profile cases. While it is important to provide accurate information and to be transparent, it is also important to be mindful of the potential negative consequences of our reporting.

The media has a responsibility to ensure that the coverage of high-profile cases is fair, accurate, and respectful. This means that the media should avoid sensationalizing the case, using it to create a sense of fear, and exploiting the situation for their own gain. Instead, the media should focus on providing accurate information and on creating a more balanced, nuanced, and respectful discussion of the case.

In conclusion, while the media coverage of the case has been intense, it is important to be cautious when discussing and reporting on high-profile cases. We should strive to provide accurate information and to be transparent, while also being mindful of the potential negative consequences of our reporting.

Columbia, Md. (She-Ta-Ni National Indian Student Association) 

I was recently listening to a song on Napster and the lyrics were clearly inappropriate and offensive to Native Americans. I believe that it is important to support artists who respect and appreciate our culture, and that it is crucial to demand respect for our art and artists. However, it is also important to hold those who make such inappropriate and offensive material accountable.

Columbia, Md. (She-Ta-Ni National Indian Student Association) 

I am writing to express my concern about the use of Napster as a source for illegal downloading of music. I believe that it is important to support artists who respect and appreciate our culture, and that it is crucial to demand respect for our art and artists. However, it is also important to hold those who make such inappropriate and offensive material accountable.

Meanwhile, in the world of entertainment, there has been a growing trend towards the use of technology to bring people together. This has led to the development of new technologies, such as virtual reality and augmented reality, which have the potential to revolutionize the way we experience media.

The use of technology has also led to the rise of social media, which has had a significant impact on the way we communicate and interact with each other. Social media has made it easier for people to stay in touch and to share information, but it has also led to the spread of misinformation and to the rise of cyberbullying.

In conclusion, while the use of technology has led to some positive changes, it has also led to some negative consequences. It is important to be mindful of the potential negative consequences of our use of technology and to work to mitigate them.

Boca Raton, Fla. (She-Ta-Ni National Indian Student Association) 

I am writing to express my concern about the use of Napster as a source for illegal downloading of music. I believe that it is important to support artists who respect and appreciate our culture, and that it is crucial to demand respect for our art and artists. However, it is also important to hold those who make such inappropriate and offensive material accountable.
**Pullman gets gritty**

B
taking through to the American pop music scene from overseas is no easy task, unless you can call yourself the Beatles. Bands have trouble without getting into the semantics of belief and ethos, but talk on the label “Christian rock” and many secular Americans will stand at arms length, making it that much more difficult to break into the mainstream.

After making a name for itself in the United Kingdom, Littlehampton, born Delirious? name to the American horizon. The band is poised at 7 p.m. April 25 at Pullman’s Living Faith Fellowship.

The music scene in the United Kingdom is not what it is in the States, where secular and religious music are polar opposites. Secular and Christian music in the United Kingdom is meshed in the “blow” completely allowing for audiences to move seamlessly between rock and Christian work.

In the United States, the religious barrier is still one that stands firm. It has only been recently that bands opened up about their religion and have made anything happen on the gay charts. Bands such as Switchfoot and Delirious? are gaining an audience.

Delirious? is a band with a drive and a passion that is very much how it has worked out. We hope that it won’t unravel... I hope we don’t turn too many people off by that.

Being Christian rock, Delirious? has a different understanding of what it’s like to play like a rock star. When asked about the American audience, Delirious? frontman, said, “I think it’s different for many groups, but I think that the deeper the experience, rock and roll are gone. I think people are looking for a career, but instead music is an outlet for us.”

Most of our audience has been Christian based, Smith said, “People come to our concerts and they’re like, ‘Hey, we’re really glad that we haven’t really reached the U.K. after, but we felt our music is worthy of having a world stage,'” Smith said.

Delirious?'s latest album, “Truth,” is more of the mainstream poprock that isn’t going to break out. We’re really glad that we were aiming for a mainstream sound. There are a lot of kind of things on there, something can tick you off on the side or from your relationship with your girlfriend or how people in certain situations.

The Littlehampton based band Delirious? now goes again with Virgin Records. The band has a tour in the U.K. and a tour in the States. Whether the band succeed, read a small fan base, it began giving away six-some demo cassette. With the addition of this Garland and Jon Thane, the band has started marketing their debut album "King of Fools." Since then the band has released a few new albums, including “Glory,” “Miserable” and the aforementioned “Truth.”

When we were young kids, wanting to be free and alive other than MTV, our dream,” Smith said. “We’re fulfilling our childhood dream.”

**Five fun facts about Delirious?**

1. The band members are all from the Baptist tradition.
2. The band was formed in England.
3. The band’s name comes from the word “Delirious” in the Bible.
4. The band has won several awards, including a Grammy.
5. The band plans to release an album in 2008.
**Eyewear becomes fashion statement**

**By Ken North/Never Been Seen**

Madonna turns herself into material of ‘American Life’

**Review**

By Remembering

**WIRE:** BATHO BULLE

Las Vegas, Nev. — Madonna fans can relish the revelation that her new album, “American Life,” is meant to please just about everyone: the fans, critics, industry insiders, even Madonna herself.

For Madonna, the album is a way to stay relevant, to adapt and to create something that will mean something to everyone. And with the release of the album on Sept. 13, she has done just that.

The album’s title track, “American Life,” is a hit, and the song is expected to do well on the charts. The album also features collaborations with artists like will.i.am, Jay-Z and Lenny Kravitz.

Madonna’s new look, which includes a new image and a new style, is meant to appeal to both the mainstream and the alternative music scenes.

“American Life” is a departure from Madonna’s previous albums, which were often seen as radical for their time. This album is a more accessible and mainstream effort, which is likely to appeal to a wider audience.

The album’s cover art is striking, with Madonna wearing a black dress and sunglasses. The images are shot in a way that suggests a sense of mystery and intrigue.

Overall, “American Life” is a solid effort from Madonna, and it is likely to be a hit with fans and critics alike. It is a testament to Madonna’s ability to adapt and stay relevant in the ever-changing music landscape.
Severed Hand performed a wild concert Friday evening at Rock Against Rape in the SUB Ballroom. Rock Against Rape and Hempfest were just two of the many musical events that occurred on the Palouse this weekend. Events included Sigma Nu’s Taurus Session and ASWSU’s Ecobeatz 2.

Course Evaluations Online
www.webs.uidaho.edu/studentevals
It’s Your Chance to Give a Grade
(And win one of three Zire Palm Pilots)
April 18 – May 11

Outside magazine’s
ELEMENTS of ADRENALINE
film festival presented by Honda

May 5, 2003
Borah Theater
7:30pm
FREE

www.outsideonline.com/elementsofadrenaline

Outside
Honda
Nevada
EMS
Cargo
Marmot

Conratulate Your Seniors!

ATTENTION ALL LIVING GROUPS!
Don’t forget to congratulate your graduating seniors!

Space Reservation Date: 5/6/03
Publication Date: 5/9/03

Mid-Week Specials
$2.50 Tuesday
- Drinks $2.50

Fat Wednesday
- Domestic Pints $1.50
- J.D.’s $2.50

Ladies Night Thursday
- Free pool for ladies
- $1.50 Wells for everyone

INLAND AIR SPORTS
Hang Gliding
Learn to FLY on TANDEM RIDES
Call Today and Arrive for Your Visit! Discount
(509) 535-8119
www.inlandair.com

Camas Prairie Winery
Personalized Your Label.
Visit us! $5 OFF
(509) 535-8119
www.inlandair.com

Ewatt Ewatt Ewatt
Looking branches out to lead UI track

By DAISY EVANS

The University of Idaho needs its women's track program to mature. It has excellent athletes, but it needs some direction over its development in order to compete at a higher level.

"The reason we run the 6,000 meter in the Big West and obviously, qualified for regionals, I believe the reason is, "she ran a lot faster,"" said Fog Soares, track and field coach at Idaho. "Let's do it again. Let's break it this time."

Soares, who heads the Idaho program, said the team will be running the 6,000 meter this season in order to get ready for the upcoming season.

The team will be using the 6,000 meter to prepare for regional competition, he said. They will use it to break the school record and improve their time, he said.

"I'm excited about it," Soares said. "It will be a big step forward for us."